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[image: image]Top tips for energy companies to accelerate the energy transition by working greener →The energy industry is on the frontlines of efforts to tackle climate change with expectations for increased sustainability..

[image: image2]Kongsberg Digital's Journey in the First Half of 2023  →2023 started with a mission and a bang as we initiated the launch of The Industrial Work Surface, which is set toshape the future of work...

[image: image3]Success story: BCIT using K-Sim Connect cloud simulation →Since 2018, Kongsberg Digital has been delivering cloud-based simulator applications to The British Columbia Institute of Technology...

[image: image4]Five tips for energy companies to work safer  →Ethics and corporate social responsibility expectations for energy companies are higher than ever from all stakeholders – from policymakers and regulators to...

[image: image5]Five tips for maritime companies to work safer  →Digital technology provides far greater opportunities to report data on incidents and meet stakeholder expectations. As the demand for safe...

[image: image6]Empowering Success in the Maritime Industry: A Conversation with  →We are thrilled to feature Ivonne Auerbach, a remarkable individual recognized as one of the "10 Women to Watch...

[image: image6]Five Tips For Maritime Companies To Work Smarter  →In the maritime industry, vessel owners are facing challenges to increase operational efficiency to meet profitability...
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[image: image6]To AI, or not to AI? That is no longer a question  →As an industrial software company serving more than 45,000 users worldwide, the daily use of...




Sign up to our latest news and updates

  

        
Email Address

Yes, I would like to receive marketing emails from Kongsberg Digital AS about its products, services and upcoming events.

By clicking submit below, you consent to the processing of your personal data for the purpose of receiving marketing emails from Kongsberg Digital AS. All personal data will be processed in accordance with the Kongsberg Privacy Policy. You can withdraw your consent at any time by clicking the opt-out link in the emails.
Thank you! Your submission has been received!

Oops! Something went wrong while submitting the form.
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